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Con de Tex Sourcing an Apparel-sourcing Trading and Manufacturer-based 
company in Bangladesh. We export worldwide all kinds of Knit, Woven, Lingerie, 
Denim, Sweaters, Caps, and Socks products including Men’s, Women’s and kids 
with excellent quality, most reasonable prices & in-time delivery since 2016.

Our products range from very basic articles to high-end embellished products. 
We have over 50 associate partners in a well-set-up factory & very strong pro-
fessional team that ful lls our customer demands.

Our objective is to provide total customer satisfaction by providing a range of 
quality garments at our reasonable prices.

We are your most reliable, innovative and direct partner for sustainable 
apparel product development, intuitive customer services, compliance excel-
lence and specialized sourcing strategies.

At Con de Tex Sourcing, we believe that our focus on strong corporate lead-
ership and talent development will fuel sustainable long-term global growth.

Our business motto is the quality, competitive price and in time delivery in 
our daily practice.
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Our price is very competitive but we never compromise with 
quality.

From the rst stitch to the last delivery our teams are dedicated to the 
success of each and every program.

In today global fashion market is not only what you are wearing fash-
ion is now what you are dreaming.

We can build up your fashion on Knitwear, Woven wear, Lingerie wear, 
Denim wear & Pullover product using solid, y/d,wash, print, AOP, embroidery 
decorated with stone, sequence, beads and any kind of decorative acces-
sories.

Established: Since 2016

Dhaka office : Road # 03, House # 04, (L-5), Sector # 13, Uttara, Dhaka - 1230, Bangladesh 

No of Employees:15 Persons

Delivery Terms : FOB

Market: Europe, Canada, Australia, USA,UK,Africa,Middle East.

Quantity: MCQ-500 pcs to any big qty.

Payment Terms: LC( At sight, Deferred),TT(Advance 30%& Against BL 70%.

Delivery time: 45-90 days for Local materials & 80-120 for import materials

You create your imagination; we will create your fashion
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WOMEN’S WEAR 40%

MEN’S WEAR 30%

KID’S WEAR 20%

BABIES 10%
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Our mission is satisfy customers with superior quality and 

value & become an innovative organization and preferred 

buyer. We recognize that the needs of all the products we 

can promote, in every potential form. Our employees work 

daily to nd newer, better ways to satisfy the customer.

To be the most trusted and respected professional services 

rmto our stakeholders, customers, employees ,suppliers, 

shareholders and society. We put all necessary efforts to 

become one of the best cohesive textile enterprise, driven 

by ambitious quality, analysis with leadership position 

across merchandise & market where customer satisfaction 

will be exceeded.
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ETHICS

QUALITY

PRICE

SPEED

DESIGN

COMMUNICATION

CAPACITY

We are working ethically and constructively to in uence proposed laws and regulations. Also 

follow corporate guideline and rules of foreign principal.

Keep satisfy customers with superior quality & ensure our best products.

Provide quality garments with competitive price for achieve customer's complete satisfaction.

Our employees work daily to nd newer & better ways to deliver quality goods on time with 

increasable production capacity.

Our efforts for innovation and excellence enable us to earn great acclamation in a highly 

competitive international market design.

To ensure work in our level of seniority we always keep better communication with buyers, 

factories & suppliers.

We have modern and up to date machineries in our knit and woven factory that enable us 

to cater to speci c requirements in a thoroughly professional manner.
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We develop and provide samples as per buyers Design, Specs/Techpack & 
Fabric quality to obtain buyers approval before heading to production through 
our professional Merchandisers and Quality Controllers who always keep a 
close check on sampling and production.

Our Quality Controllers visit the factory with regular intervals to make sure to 
meet our Quyer's requirements. Our quality control personnel are stationed at 
all manufacturing sites to ensure that all production will meet buyer's requirement. 
We always want to deliver satisfaction to our customers; we monitor the order 
from sourcing of raw materi- als and accessories to production and up to the 

nal.

To ensure the quality, desired weight, construction and color etc. we evaluate 
the capaci- ty and capability of every factory. We also check environmental 
control, safety laws, labor practices and adherence to labor laws. We make sure 
thatour supplier can meet our requirements when it comes to reaching the 
average number of pieces produced as per buyer's requirement ata given 
period of time to meet schedule.
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T-shits, Polo shirts, Ladies Tops, Sweat shirts, Babies Romper, Leggings, Shorts, Lounge wears, PJs Hoodies, Jackets, 

Sports Wear leggings, Yoga sets, kids wear, new born wears, maternity wear, knit denims, ladies dress etc.

Fabrications

100% Cotton Single Jersey/Slub Jersey/Heavy Jersey/Yummy Jersey, French Terry, Different types ribs, interlocks, brushed inter-
locks for sleepwear, waffle knit, Drop Needle, Novelty knits in different weights starting from 130 -200+ GSM.

95% Cotton 5% spandex, Single Jersey/Slub Jersey, French Terry, different ribs, interlocks,160-200+ GSM

100% polyester dazzle, Mesh, S/J 140 -200 GSm, 92% Polyester 8% spandex ITY Fabric for ladies dress.

Polar Fleece, Micro Polar eece, Coral eece both side/one side brush, anti piling in different weights and combination.

Cotton/Viscose, Cotton/Modal, 100% Modal, 100% Viscose, 100% Organic Cotton, Cotton/Rayon, Cotton/Polyester in different 
blends and weights with spandex and without spandex.
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Men's and Ladies Shirts, Blouse, casual tops, Denim pants, shorts, cargos. Twill chinos, 5 pockets, cargos Dress pant, 

cargos in HD poplin. Skirts, Maternity Wear, Sports Wear. light weight jackets.

Fabrications

All kinds of denim fabrics starting from 100% Cotton to cotton/spandex, Cotton/polyester, cotton/polyester/spandex , 10-14 
OZ Ring/slubs/Cross hatch.

All kinds of cotton, cotton spandex and cotton/poly blend twill, canvas and poplin fabric with soft brushing. 100% Polyester 
Micro ber, with coating. Solid and AOP.

Y/D and Solid Poplin, oxford, la l, chambray, herringbone, fabric in cotton, CVC, and TC blend for shirts, blouse and tops.

Bra, Brief, Thong, Boxer, Active wear, Swimwear, Work wear etc.

Fabrications

Microfabric, Mesh fabric, Knit fabrics

Ladies pull over, vest Men's Pull over, vest Almost all kinds of local and imported yarn.
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MEN’S
KNIT
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WOMEN’S
KNIT
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KIDS
KNIT
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MEN’S
WOVEN
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WOMEN’S
WOVEN
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KIDS
WOVEN
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SWEATER
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LINGERIE
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ACCESSORIES
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At Con de Tex Sourcing we care for our Workers’ 

Health and Safety while doing production and 

through out the process. Our Objective is to keep a 

good working environment to have good quality 

products.
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Md. Shakhawat Hossen

Managing Director

Call/WhatsApp:  +8801835 091111 / +8801734875532

Email: shakhawat@con detexsourcing.com

Website: www.con detexsourcing.com

Dhaka Office : 

Road # 03, House # 04(Lift-05), Sector # 13, Uttara, Dhaka - 1230, 

Bangladesh

Contact Person




